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 (like something from Serious Sam 2) and update characters. Unlike the others, it's NOT a nude mod. I wanted to make original
version, but, it was quite hard to make, you know, nude skin color, black background, etc.. Nude version is in progress.

Currently on my TODO list are: - Zombie version, it's rather easy to do, but not for long time - Wolf version - I have good base
for it, but need to do some work - Some other version (which is more complicated) P.S. You should use to make new skins.

How to install: - Find your xls files and place them into'mod_sherry.xls' - Rename'mod_sherry.xls' to'mod_sherry.xls' (you can
rename it) - Install the patch. How to use: - You need SimTropolis - Rename Sherry back to "Main.sims3" (the original name). -
Restart your game and you're good to go. Notes: - If you don't know how to change a skin to nude, just download the script and

replace a skin with nude. (found here To make nude skin I used some search, and found some skins to use. (skinnoob.com) - Put
your new skins into'mod_sherry.xls' folder (you can rename them as you want) - Re-import the mod. (sim3store.com) - Enjoy

your nude sims! - If you have questions, I will try to answer them as soon as I can. Credits: (Don't forget to rate, thanks) -
Sverker Nielsen - Thanks for the feedbacks and for the artwork, he has great work. (skinnoob.com) - SimTropolis (for XLS

template and mod/scripts) - Hanko (for his research on how to make nude skins) - GBFF (for the excellent research on skinning
and nude skins) 82157476af
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